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An era of rising 
care rates….
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Davey Hayes, John Devaney and Alyson Rees Not all the rates are rising but upward trend.-UASC minors -Care system as a form of family support – and indeed respite care which can result in children becoming legally looked ater in the Uk is seen as form of family support; However beyond this most of society, most policy makers and perhaps crucially most families don’t see children’s placement as a form of family support, even if in some cases parents want it, it’s a coping strategy rather than seen as something that actively supports them to care.-Most expensive part of the system: and private providers
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England care numbers
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One other reason given: News forms and awareness of child abuse particularly outside the home: CSE, CCE, youth gangs. CSApproach, Yes but could this account for all the rises? Why aren’t YP supported in their communities?



S.47s & CPPs in 
England 2013 -
2023
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Study of 
intensive 
family support 
service north 
of England 
2013-14

• Richard: We’d just moved in, there were no carpets on the floor, 
there were no settee. And within a couple of weeks, I’ve got a 
carpet down and things.

• Sally: That table.

• R: New table, new settee. I’ve got carpet in here.

• S: And he [the social worker] just says, ‘Things haven't changed, 
have they?’.

• R: . . . He didn't walk in and notice that we’d actually done 
anything.

(Sen, 2015)

https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/social-policy-and-society/article/building-relationships-in-a-cold-climate-a-case-study-of-family-engagement-within-an-edge-of-care-family-support-service/AEA017F2737FB500CDC023A1A0F46ABF


 Strengths based & task focussed, empathic, whole family 
approach, mixture of practical, material affective, psychological 
input, generic family support with access to specialist services 
(e.g. MH, Drug and Alcohol when needed)

 Existed alongside C&F SW but worked in unison with it

 Provided needed and desired support despite negative policy 
framings of families under the coalition government 2010 onwards

 But more evidence of softer outcomes than harder; evident that 
some families who kept care of their children would still need LT 
support



Poverty in the  UK(source JRF)

Source JRF (2024)
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Poverty Why care rates gone up?Intervention rates most 10% deprived neighbourds x 12 those 10% least deprived: Poverty just over 20% overall; higher but not massively than in Ireland. 



The denial of 
the impact of 
poverty: Gove 
(2013)

 Social workers overly influenced by this analysis not only rob families 
of a proper sense of responsibility, they also abdicate their own. They 
see their job as securing the family’s access to services provided by 
others, rather than helping them to change their own approach to 
life. Instead of working with individuals to get them to recognise 
harmful patterns of behaviour, and improve their own lives, some 
social workers acquiesce in or make excuses for these wrong choices.

 But 10% most deprived neighbourhoods x12 likely to see children 
enter state care than the 10% least deprived (Bywaters et al., 2020)

 Child poverty did make a difference: estimate that 8.1% (10,000) 
children 2015-20 entered care were due to rise in child poverty 2015 
and 2020 (Bennett et al., 2020)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In too many cases, social work training involves idealistic students being told that the individuals with whom they will work have been disempowered by society. They will be encouraged to see these individuals as victims of social injustice whose fate is overwhelmingly decreed by the economic forces and inherent inequalities which scar our society.Focus on adoption and removing children earlier due to ‘neglect’Ofsted for several years denied that poverty and LA funding had any clear relationship to their inspection results : but it did.
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Presentation Notes
Ireland lowest poverty gap out of 38 OECD economically richest countries; UK 2nd highest  The poverty gap is the ratio by which the mean income of the poor falls below the poverty line. The poverty line is defined as half the median household income of the total population. The poverty gap helps refine the poverty rate by providing an indication of the poverty level in a country.  https://data.oecd.org/inequality/poverty-gap.htm#indicator-chart



Austerity –
service cuts 
and poverty

 Planned 30% budget cuts to LA budgets early years Lib Dem 
Conservative coalition 

 Hit poorer areas harder due to change in funding formulas

 Punitive welfare changes: Bedroom tax; 2 child limit; Universal Credit 
roll out. Effect of making poorer families wary of welfare state.

 Spending on children’s services : 
 Early intervention services decreased from 2010 by 46% in 12 years 

(Franklin et al., n.d.), 
 60% cuts in preventative services estimated 2010 - 20  (Kelly et al;, 2018): 
 These were likely disproportionately family centres, youth groups, youth 

centres, community centres
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Presentation Notes
LAs took choices to mainly protect C&F SW but funding for family support services massively reducedSubsequently care numbers, s.47s increase – children’s services budgets now same as 2010/11 but focus on late spending (4/5) and takes up a larger part of LA budgetsPoverty and Austerity Probono Economics LA children’s services spending fell by 10% 2010 – 11 / 2016-17 but it was reconfigured from preventative spend to late intervention (CP, LAC services)Child Protection referrals go up the year of an Ofsted inspection (Hood; BennettRole of technology Frances Ryan: Crippled Bedroom tax; Two child policy; Universal Credit role out335,00 additional deaths due to austerity UK 2012 – 2019controlling for employment rates, a 1 percentage point increase in child poverty was associated with an additional five children entering care per 100 000 children (95% CI 2–8). We estimate that, over the study period, 8·1% of the total number of children under the age of 16 entering care (5·0–11·3) were linked to rising child poverty, equivalent to 10 351 (6447–14 567) additional children.



Leeds Family 
Valued (see 
Sen and Webb, 
2019)
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Had LAC rates higher than City, ranking it as the local authority with the 12th highest LAC rates in 2010. While, on average, local authorities in England had LAC rates that increased at a slowing rate between 2011 and 2015, City was unusual in that it had a LAC rate that was decreasing at an accelerating pace: as time went on the LAC rate was falling at faster and faster speeds each yearsAlso had steeply declining CPP rates and CIN rates.



Housing as an 
issue in  entry 
in out of home 
care: The 
Problem

 Lack of affordable, quality housing in the UK

 Shrinkage of social housing provision and rise of private sector 
housing; increased need for housing – Covid, population rises; 
increasing rents

 An issue throughout Europe, including Ireland (e.g. Haran and Ó
Siochrú (2018); Hearne and Murphy, 2018)

 In England gap between benign legislation and policy on housing 
for families and practice :

 ’Priority need’ vs and realities of gatekeeping 
 Net result large numbers of families dependent children in temporary 

accommodation 

 Impact of homelessness:  family functioning, psychological well-
being; education, stability

 Impacts of poor quality housing:  child and family health;

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Net result large numbers of families dependent children in temporary accommodation : 2020 128,2000, 75% frm 2010Haran and Ó Siochrú  (2018): evidence 2016 40,000 households waiting social housing over four yearsHearne and Murphy (2018) homeless families precarity linked lack of social housingThe father of a toddler who died from a respiratory condition caused by mould has said he wants those responsible "to get the punishment they deserve".Awaab Ishak, aged two, died after being exposed to mould at his Rochdale home in December 2020.Awaab's father, Faisal Abdullah, repeatedly raised the issue with Rochdale Boroughwide Housing (RBH) but no action was taken.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-manchester-67424950#:%7E:text=Awaab%20Ishak%3A%20Family%20demands%20'punishment'%20for%20boy's%20mould%20death,-Published&text=The%20father%20of%20a%20toddler,Rochdale%20home%20in%20December%202020.


The lack of 
connection 
housing and 
social work

 Silos housing and social work in research, practice  and 
policy: Have been specialist joint projects: (Hill et al. 2002; 
Anderson et al. 2006)

 Two distinct groups of families with experience of 
homelessness whom CFSWs could come into contact with:

 Families who had CFSW for other reasons and for whom 
housing also an issue - reasons connected to homelessness: 
domestic violence, relationship breakdown, neighbourhood 
harassment and poor housing conditions

 Wider difficulties: including relationship breakdown, addiction, 
finance management difficulties and debt

 Migrant families subject to No Recourse to Public Funds  

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Other families for whom housing an issue:These conditions impose strict restrictions on the social rights to public assistance of migrants subject to immigration controls, including their right to state housing. Fist introduced by NL 1999: s.115 AS&I but continued under the Tories.Boris Johnson Select Committee.



Survey SWs 
(n=38)

 Illustrated housing an issue but a major factor (42%) and contributory 
factor (58%) children’s entry to care  for families in practice 
experience of these CFSWs

 Reasons for family homeless were complex interplay of factors and 
not just housing but reinforced each other 

 SWs tended to see supporting families to access housing as more of a 
housing officer role but got involved if needed to 

 Reported some good relationships housing providers (mainly LAs) but 
there were more issues when families not accepted as meeting 
criteria for re-housing

 Frustrations re NRPF policy, but also some misunderstandings of s.17 
support.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
No-one thought it was never a factor SWs didn’t see housing support as their role but some did it. Good relationships with housing providers (usually LA) who tried to prioritise families for re-housing if accepted that met criteria – shortages of housing stock still an issues.17 Family Support can be used to support families housing; though not dutyRe NRPF Children’s social services are not classed as a public fund and therefore many families who are subject to no recourse to public funds are nonetheless still eligible for s.17 statutory family support assistance. Some other families, such as asylum-seeking families whose claims for asylum have been turned down, are not – however these families should still legally be provided with statutory family support where the denial of it would breach Article 3 (degrading treatment) and Article 8 (right to a family life) of the European Convention of Human Rights (Project Citation17, Citation2021)



Issues with 
housing 
support for 
families

 “Our council housing service are usually willing to bend rules to 
help families to not be homeless. The help is far worse (highly 
inadequate) in relation to moving families who are at risk due to 
domestic abuse or CCE [Child Criminal Exploitation], doing repairs 
for families who have breached their tenancy in some way (even 
where not doing that is impacting on the children’s health but it's 
the parents’ fault), and parents being made homeless after their 
children have been removed by social care. All those areas are very 
common concerns and are a big problem. “(SW)

 “Families can be found intentionally homeless for refusing 
properties in areas where they fear experiencing harassment, 
including racial harassment/hate crimes. This needs to be 
challenged and addressed as a cause of homelessness.” (SW)

 “Often I see mothers (and fathers) who have fled DV being placed 
in inadequate temporary accommodation, with isolation and lack 
of facilities adding to the stress & trauma they have already 
experienced. This can contribute to the inadequate parenting for 
the child. Housing can be impossible to work with in addressing 
these issues. ” (SW)



Ways forward

Workers should let families know re housing needs entitlements and 
max out support they can from their own LA for family’s housing needs

Training needed for SCFSWs/FSWs  on families’ legal rights to support

Relationships with housing providers key on what is and is not possible

Ban no fault evictions in private tenancies 

Recording where housing needs are unmet and especially where an 
issue on children’s entry into care

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Social workers supporting families to let them know their rights to housing support and accessing maximum support they can from their own LA: SWs should always advocate for housing support own teams where children could remain safely with parents with alternative housingTraining needed but specialist providers (Shelter, Project 17): often for free: knowledge, time, willingness of SWs to accessas Hearne and Murphy’s (Citation2018) study of homeless families in Ireland also identified. These welfare contexts mean that those providing welfare services became more focused on gatekeeping which families are provided appropriate secure housing, and which are not. One consequence of this gatekeeping is that some families may be inappropriately, and sometimes illegally, deterred from pursuing claims for s.17 statutory family support from children’s social services connected to their housing needs (Dickson et al., Citation2020). The comment of one respondent in the current survey, as well as the study of Samzelius (Citation2020) in Sweden, illustrate that a shortage of suitable housing can also result in housing providers expecting homeless families to accept any offer of re-housing, regardless of its suitability.Housing supply shortages should, by the same token, not obscure the practical measures that welfare agencies can undertake to mitigate the worst impacts of family homelessness. Haran and Ó Siochrú’s (Citation2017) study in Ireland, outlines a range of advice and advocacy needs that homeless families have which welfare agencies can help provide: up to date information on housing rights and entitlements, advice in searching for properties and navigating the private rental sector if needs be, support to navigate state systems, financial assistance to afford rents, and co-ordinated services to address the underlying social needs underpinning homelessness. In the context of UK legislation, local authority housing departments should be the primary providers of such advice and support, but social workers also require knowledge of such matters in order that they can assist homeless families, in collaboration with housing providers. The studies of Hill et al. (Citation2002) and Tischler (Citation2008) illustrate the difference that targeted support services can make to helping families to re-settle successfully. Though child and family social workers’ workloads are a perennial issue, the social work role should include helping homeless families access such advice and support – either directly, or by facilitating families’ access to housing providers, non-statutory family support organisations and specialist housing charities.Given the issues identified in the current survey regarding when s.17 statutory family support could be used, or when it would be managerially approved, it is also suggested that internal team discussions on helping families with housing needs access s.17 statutory family support would be of value. Specialist charities also offer training that social workers could access on families’ legal housing entitlements. Such training is particularly likely to be needed in respect of families subject to no recourse to public funds given the legal complexities outlined. Finally, it is worth us re-emphasising the normative assertion that social workers should always seek to maximise the statutory family support that can be given to families who are homeless or in housing need under s.17, in order that as many of families as possible are facilitated to remain safely together.



‘Principal 
reason’ entry 
into care, 
England DfE 
2023

Principal Reason %

Abuse or neglect 65

Family dysfunction    13

Family in acute stress  7

Absent parenting 7

Parent's illness or disability 2

Child's disability 2

Socially unacceptable behaviour  1

Low income 0

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Hold your fire on decon until next slide



Conclusion: 
Family support 
– is Everyone’s 
Responsibility 

 Investment in family support is needed: practice and practice 
leadership are important but cannot be a substitute for reducing 
(child) poverty and funding services properly

 Investment in family support matters – for keeping families 
together; for preventing more serious problems developing; and so 
that money is invested in helping families rather channelling profits 
to large global financial firms through care placement provision

 Need from heavily risk assessment procedural model in UK practice: 
need to distinguish between necessary and unnecessary bureaucracy 

 That policy, and policy restrictions are important but example of 
housing shows there are things practitioners can do to help families 
using legal mandates they have

 Child protection activity is family support and not a separate activity

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Doing things right vs doing the right thing (Munro, 2011)
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